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Cat quest is an engaging and adorable action RPG starring feline Dragonblood on a mission to save his sister catnapped. Along the way, he will help several feline farmers, kill a few monsters and collect tons of loot. While there are many dungeons to explore and reward to uncover, you may have noticed
more gold-trimmed treasure chests in many ruins and caves along your journey. Approaching these chests leads to a large red key icon appearing above them and they cannot be opened. There is one master key that allows you to access all these chests and is the only way to unlock them. If you have
this key at your disposal, coming up to one of these chests will display the same magnifying glass icon and click on the open version of any other breasts in the game without any other requirements. To earn this master key, you will need to reach a certain point in the main storyline and then complete an
additional side quest. We outlined the steps below: There are minor spoilers for the main story, but most players who are level 25 are likely to be at this point or beyond. For Pawt City the first thing you need to do is reach the Pawt City questline and complete a series of major story missions there. If
you're already past this point, feel free to move on to the next bold section below. Otherwise, this quest opens after you have defeated the second Dragon Drakot: you are told that fighting the next dragon will require the ability to walk on water, and someone in Pawt City may have that knowledge.
Recommended level for the first Pawt City -I quest. The final mission in this line-IV. Miracle - recommends level 27. Once you have completed all four of these missions and learned the water walking ability, you are ready for the next step. Note: Make sure you turn into Part IV of the quest before moving on
to the step below. You will learn how to walk on the water mid-quest and then be able to run freely while the quest is still active. Turn it on to the governor on the pier, so you don't have a side quest active. On the island Once you can walk on the water, you can access a side quest that will reward you with
a master key. This can be done at any point after a water walking quest, but it's best done right away, so you have access to gold treasure chests as early as possible in the game as possible. Go to the area where the game first started, your semi-sunken ship off the coast of Felingard. If you go to Catpital
(where the king lives) and head southwest, you will soon run into the small village of Mewtown. Continue southwest and you will reach the wreck. (If you study the wreck, it will mention a strange island far south from here... although you don't need to see this message to continue.) From the crash site
straight south. You will be in open water with nothing nearby for a few seconds, but after about 14 steps you will reach the island. (Increasing the map to the wreck should show you only only tip of the island to give you an idea of its distance.) It is the founder's island, and it contains a small village called
The Gentle City. If you talk to the towncats here, you'll find that they are cat incarnations of the developer, Gentlebros. Golden Key On the east side of the island quest board with one quest on it: The Golden Key. Take this quest and talk to the Gentlecat quest giver. He will send you to an unmarked cave
on the southwest side of Founder Island. Go to the cave, but be prepared for extremely strong enemies inside. There are five imitation waiting chests: three that roam the center of a small cave and two that are placed next to chests on either side. These mimicracators cause 999 damage in a single blow
regardless of your level or armor, so you will have to be very careful and dodge your attacks to prevent instant death. You will have to defeat all five mimcrators to complete the quest. (Note: there may only be four in the cave. We recommend focusing on the three in the center first. Those around the
edges won't haunt you if you don't get too close to them, so stay close to the center and try to bring one chest to the entrance to take it from the other two. Also, if all three are grouped, focus on using magic to damage them all from a safe distance. Freezepaw is a useful skill for this battle because it slows
down the movement of facials and their attack speed. When frozen, the time it takes for a red circle attack to fill will be much longer, giving you a chance to hit them multiple times and get out before they hit. If you haven't picked up Freezepaw yet, it's available for purchase from the Arkane Temple on the
peninsula northeast of Pawt City. Dislocate two smaller center mimics the former, since the golden mite has much more health and moves faster: getting rid of the smaller two will give you more respite to focus on more. When the three in the center are taken out, bring the remaining personal names near
the treasure chests one by one to the center and handle them in the same way. Assuming you try this at a lower level (25-30), this fight will take some time. The mimics have a decent amount of health, so you just need to keep hacking away at it by biting and dodging to stay alive. Dodging is the most
important part of this fight because of monster chests' one hit potential. Once you've defeated all the miki, head back in search of giving Gentlecat the reward: a golden key that opens the locked chests in the dungeons. If you've stumbled upon any locked chests before, be sure to go back to these
dungeons to open them. They contain unique and generally more powerful armor and weapons, you won't find it in small chests. Home Guide Cat quest - Pirate Treasures GuideExact location pirate chest and how to get there. Following the Sail south to a funny head that looks like no cat... 2- Now head
west to yes the city carry twins... 3- From The Tar, go northwest to the center of the largest lake in yes land ... 4- Now stay true to the north to yes the chasm between grass and ice... 5- Finally travel far west until yes the treasure is seen hidden under the water! The exact location around the specified area
until a small chat bubble appears. Open your chest. NOTE: I recommend walking rather than flying because because the speed is slower, it will be less likely that you will pass over it and miss it. ChestNOTE content: The first time I got a pirate chest, there was no Mew Game mode yet. So I'm not sure if
the award is different in each mode, or if the developers just changed it. Normally, the chest contains 5,000 coins. On Mew Game, The Chest Contains a New Weapon: Guitar. If you're reading this guide, by now you've probably seen gold chests found in both the Kit Cat store and in most dungeons. You
are also probably aware that, aside from kit very expensive gold chests, they may not be open with bare paws (or your feline paws for that matter). The gold chests in Cat quest contain a separate pool of gear than what you get in normal chests. The stats are better and they look better, too, so opening
these chests well worth your time. This guide is also available for reading on Steam, and you can also buy the game for PS4 from Amazon or on Steam. As you unlock chests there are one thing you should have before you get the golden key search: Water Walking. Water Walking is a skill that you will be
asked to get after you have defeated the second dragon as part of the main quest. A chain of quests for walking on the water can be found in the town of Paut (pictured below), which is on the far northwest of the map. NOTE: It is possible that if you get water on foot but don't complete your search before
you go to the island and you take a quest to find there, you will lose water on foot and get stuck there. Make sure you complete quests in Pawt City before going to Founder Island. By now you should be around the level of 20-30, although the higher the level you have the easier time you will have (but it is
still possible at 20-30). Once you have the water walk, head south back down to the starting village. Directly south of the city, and across the water, this is the island that quest you want. There you will be given a quest to check out the cave for the secret gold chests in cat quest. If the naughty nature of the
three cats doesn't tip you, you're in for a rough go despite the quest level requirements. Make sure you are relaxing in your village to maintain your location. Inside you will encounter several facial chests, all of which are very strong. It is recommended to use the mixture and icy spells to weaken their
defenses and slow down the speed of attack. When you go, you won't agro every chest in the dungeon, only three, including a large gold chest, so You can avoid getting close to those who don't know about you yet. I would also recommend wearing armor that has a lot of defense rather than a lot of
health boosts. Healing the spell in this game costs a lot mp and gives very little HP in return. The regenerative nature of the armor is a much better choice for survival in this situation. Once you've cleared the dungeon, head back to GentleCats and tell them about your success. Along with the gold key
(which works on all chests and no getting used to) you'll also get some quick new strands to wear and a ton of exp. Enjoy the golden chest in the Cat quest! And for what we thought about the game, be sure to check out our review. Reviews.
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